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بارم                                                                                                  سؤالات           
 

1 Match the words with the correct descriptions. 

generous-handsome-rude-careless-selfish 

 

1-This student is speaking impolitely. He is a ………….. boy. 

2-Minoo always helps poor people. She is very ………….. . 

3-A man who is ………….. looks attractive. 

4-You’re so …………..! your mistakes are funny. 
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Write a verb to complete the phrases. 

1-  …….. the timetable                         2_ ……….. the homework 

2_ ………. For a trip                              4_ …………a mountain  

5_.......... lessons                                  6_ …………. Money 
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3                                       Circle it. Which word doesn’t belong?  

10- I buy (ticket – money – clothes -  book ) 

11- She checks  (the passport- timetable- receptionist- ID card) 

12- They play ( the guitar – chess – soccer – gym) 

13- we are searching (beautiful – for a hotel – in the net  – for a room) 
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4 Read the text. Choose the correct words. 

My family and I are in (French/ France/ Brazilian) we are (visiting/ 

traveling/tripping) Eiffel tower in Paris. Paris is a beautiful city. We go 

everywhere (by/with/on) bus.  Every afternoon  we  (go on/ get on/ put on) the  

bus and go to shopping  and  try to ( find / open/  visit) gifts for our relatives. We 

are going to ( pack / check / stay ) here for 2 weeks. I really ( exchange  / 

interested/ scared) the French food. The people here are very ( friendly /fun /  

company). 
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5 The text below has 4 grammatical mistakes. Find them and write their 

correct forms. 

This is Mrs. Smith . She work in a factory . She do not have a good job. She is 

study English at University. 

1-........................ 2-........................ 3-......................... 4-..........................  
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6 Read the text carefully and answer the questions according to it. 

I am Rosa White .I’m a serious teacher and I teach in a city that is far from 

Canada .I travel there by bus. My students are very hard working. They like 

English very much .I really like Persian language and sometimes read poems of  

Hafez for my students.  

 Circle ( T) if the sentences are correct and put ( F) if it is wrong . 

 1-Rosa is a serious teacher.                  F        T 

 2-Rosa’s school is near to Canada  .    F        T    

 3-Her students are lazy .                       F        T 

 4-She likes Germany.                             F        T 

Answer these questions about Rosa. 

5-Where does she teach?........................................  

 6-what does she read for his students?.........................................  

 7- Does she travel by train?......................................... .  
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7 Choose the correct answer. 

1- She always ……… the net for her school’s projects. 

a) surfing                      b)surfs                          c) surf                            d) surfed  

2- Are you ………… for a hotel ? 

a) searching                  b) search                      c) searchs                     d) serched 

3-Is she checking ………? 

a) to                             b)by                                 c)on                               d)out 

4- Sam is a tourist from ……………. But He is …………. . 

a) German/Brazil                                             b) Germans/U.S.A         

 c) Germany/Brazilian                                     d) Germanian/Brazilian 
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5- Katy and her brother are worry about  their exam. They’re really …………….. . 

a) nervous                      b) brave                           c) careless                 d)neat 

6- What ………… your mother……….. ? 

a) does/like                     b) is/likes                        c) does/likes              d) is/like    

7-She helps other people. She is ……..……..  . 

a)clever                            b)talkative                      c)helpful                     d)nervous 

8-He is looking ……. His keys. 

a)for                                  b)out                               c)after                         d)on                  

8 Read the conversation between John and Luise , circle the correct words to 

complete it. 

Luise : Hello, John.What (are –is) you doing? 

John: I am ( travel- traveling ) to Japan. 

Luise: Great, (where- how) are you going?                                                        

John: By train. 

Luise : (Does- Do) your brother come with you? 

John: Yes, of course. 
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9 Write synonyms for the words below. 

Present =                                                         Fill out=     

Search =                                                           Clever= 
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10  Write 4  sentences about this picture . you can use the words in box . 
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 4از 3صفحه ی 

 

Holiday- Shiraz- Happy- Visit relatives 



 نمره 20جمع بارم : 

11 Fill the blanks with your own knowledge.  

My sister is writing a ……………….. to our brother in London. 1-   

2-My little daughter really  likes reading short ………………… . 

3- Is Sara …………………. a hotel in Newyork online from Tehran? 

4- They are talking about the prices with ……..……………….. in his shop. 

5- I talked to …………….………… of Hotel and changed my room. 

6- I always scared when the plane wants to ……..………….. . 
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 4از 4صفحه ی 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

                                                                                         محل مهر یا امضاء مدیر                                                         راهنمای تصحیح ردیف

1 1-rude 
2- handsome 
3-genorous 
4- careless 

2 1- check 
2-do 
3-pack 
4-climb 
5-study 
6-exchange 

3 1-travel 
2-receptionist 
3-gym 
4-beautiful 

4 1- France 
2-visiting 
3- get on 
4-find 
5-stay 
6-intrested 
7-friendly 

5 1-works 
2-for 
3-doesn’t 
4-studies 

6 1-T         2-F            3-F                4-F 
5-She teaches in a city far from Canada. 
6-She reads poems of Hafez 
7-No , She doesn’t 

7 1-b        2-a            3-d                 4-c               5-a                 6-d                7-c               8-a 

8 Are                                 traveling                                how                               does 
9 Gift                              complete             look for                 intelligent         

10 Students should write with their own sentences 

11 1-letter                    2-stories                         3-booking                       4-shopkeeper           
 5-receptionist                       6- take off/land 
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